In the degree-diameter problem for Abelian Cayley and circulant graphs of diameter 2 and arbitrary degree d there is a wide gap between the best lower and upper bounds valid for all d, being quadratic functions with leading coefficient 1/4 and 1/2 respectively. Recent papers have presented constructions which increase the coefficient of the lower bound to be at or just below 3/8, but only for sparse sets of degree d related to primes of specific congruence classes. By applying results from number theory these constructions can be extended to be valid for every degree above some threshold, establishing an improved asymptotic lower bound approaching 3/8. The constructions use the direct product of the multiplicative and additive subgroups of a Galois field and a specific coprime cyclic group. By generalising this method an improved upper bound, with quadratic coefficient 3/8, is established for this class of construction of Abelian Cayley and circulant graphs. Analysis of the order of the known extremal diameter 2 circulant graphs, up to degree 23, is shown to provide tentative support for a quadratic coefficient of 3/8 for the asymptotic upper bound for the order of general diameter 2 circulant graphs of arbitrary degree.
Introduction
The degree-diameter problem is to identify extremal graphs, having the largest possible number of vertices n(d, k) for a given maximum degree d and diameter k. For most categories of graphs, other than for small degree and diameter, this remains an open question. This paper considers the degree-diameter problem for undirected Cayley graphs of diameter 2 and arbitrary degree, of cyclic groups and of Abelian groups in general. It concerns the wide gap between the current best lower and upper bounds, being quadratic functions with leading coefficient 1/4 and 1/2 respectively. Cayley graphs of Abelian groups are more simply called Abelian Cayley graphs, and we denote Cayley graphs of cyclic groups by circulant graphs.
The best upper bound for circulant graphs of degree d and diameter k is also the best upper bound for the order of Abelian Cayley graphs of the same degree and diameter, M AC (d, k), given by Dougherty and Faber [2] : Recently Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň established a better lower bound for an infinite but sparse set of degrees [3] . Their family of solutions has order n = 9(d 2 + d− 6)/25 for degree d = 5p − 3, where p is a prime with p ≡ 2 (mod 3), giving a quadratic coefficient of 9/25 or 0.360. This was achieved by constructing the direct product of three coprime cyclic groups F * × F + × Z 9 , where F = GF (p) is the Galois field of order p, with additive group F + and multiplicative group F * , and selecting an appropriate generating set for the Cayley graph. Vetrík extended this method to establish a slightly improved lower bound for a different infinite and sparse set of degrees [5] . The graphs have order n = 13(d 2 − 2d − 8)/36 for degree d = 6p − 2, where p is a prime, p = 13, and p ≡ 1 (mod 13), giving a quadratic coefficient of 13/36 or about 0.361. The construction also involves the direct product of three coprime cyclic groups, F * × F + × Z 13 .
By relaxing the specification of the type of graph from circulant to any Abelian Cayley, an improved lower bound with a quadratic coefficent of 3/8 or 0.375 was identified by Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň, [3] . This again involves the direct product of three cyclic groups, but this time they are not coprime so that the group is Abelian but not cyclic. The construction uses F * × F + × Z 6 , where F = GF (q) is the Galois field of order an odd prime power q.
The question arises whether other constructions of a similar form might provide improved lower bounds, with quadratic coefficient above 13/36 for an infinite set of circulant graphs or above 3/8 for Abelian Cayley graphs. In the following sections we consider generalisations of this method for diameter 2 circulant and Abelian Cayley graphs, followed by a similar construction based on the direct product of three unrestricted cyclic groups.
For circulant graphs of diameter 2, employing the method of construction with the direct product of the additive and multiplicative groups of a Galois field and cyclic group of any order, it proves to be impossible to achieve a quadratic coefficient better than 3/8, thus improving the upper bound for this construction method from 1/2 to 3/8. For Abelian Cayley graphs constructed in the same way the upper bound on the quadratic coefficient is also improved to a value of 3/8. Also the quadratic coefficient upper bound for the direct product of three unconstrained cyclic groups with the given construction method is improved to equal the general lower bound of 1/4.
Using a recently discovered property of prime numbers in congruence classes, the constructions may be extended to be valid for every degree above some threshold, with slightly reduced quadratic coefficients. A recent paper by Cullinan and Hajir [1] defines a method of identifying a bound on the size of interval which will always contain at least one prime of a prescribed congruence class. For any given degree, the size of the interval determines a maximum degree below which there is a valid prime solution. With this approach, the asymptotic value of the quadratic coefficient exceeds 0.358 for the two circulant graph construction and remains at 0.375 to three significant figures for the Abelian Cayley graph construction.
Circulant graphs for groups of the form
We first consider circulant graphs and a generalisation of the approach taken by Macbeth, Siagiová andŠiráň and by Vetrík based on the cyclic group G = F * × F + × Z n , where F = GF (p) for prime p, and n is 9 and 13 respectively. For the generalisation we will consider this group for any odd n ∈ N. Beforehand some important component sets of the connection set X are defined.
Clearly for u, v, w = 0, A u , B v and C * w have size 2(p−1) and C + w has size 2p. For u, v, w = 0 we see that A 0 has size 2(p − 1), B 0 and C * 0 have size p − 1 and C + 0 has size p. In Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň's construction with n = 9 the connection set X is comprised of the sets A 1 , B 3 and C * 0 along with two other elements, and hence |X| = 5p − 3. It is relatively straightforward to prove that any element of G can be expressed as the sum of at most two elements of X so that the resultant Cayley graph C = (G, X) has diameter 2. As the degree of the graph d = |X|, we have p = (d + 3)/5. Thus the order of the Cayley graph |G| = 9p(p − 1) = (9/25)(d + 3)(d − 2), giving the quadratic coefficient 9/25. A necessary condition for the construction is that every element of Z 9 can be realised as the sum or difference of two of the subscripts of A 1 , B 3 and C * 0 , that is ±1, ±3 and 0. It is also necessary that each of these pairs of sets generate all but at most a constant number of the elements of F * × F + , with the exceptions covered separately. In Vetrík's construction with n = 13, the connection set X includes the sets A 1 , B 3 and C + 4 along with two other elements, thus |X| = 6p − 2. Again we find that any element of G can be expressed as the sum of at most two elements of X so that the resultant Cayley graph C = (G, X) has diameter 2. In this case we have p = (d + 2)/6. Thus the order of the Cayley graph |G| = 13p(p − 1) = (13/36)(d + 2)(d − 4).
In both cases there is a relation between the degree d and the prime number p of the form d = lp + δ for constants l, δ (with l = 5 and l = 6 respectively) generating a graph of order
For the generalisation of this approach we take the component sets A u , B v , C + w . For any l ≥ 3 we consider different values of n and for each n, the corresponding family of cyclic groups G l = F * × F + × Z n for any prime p such that p, p − 1, n are pairwise coprime. Now for each G l we consider generating sets X comprised of all possible combinations of the sets A u , B v , C + w , along with a fixed number of other elements of G l such that |X| = lp + δ for some fixed δ, with the condition that the Cayley graph C(G l , X) has diameter 2. There is no value in including A 0 in X as any element (x, y, 0) is the sum of two elements of A u for any u = 0, as we shall see later. There is no material difference between including B 0 or C + 0 and no value in including both. So we will consider C + 0 as the only set with subscript 0 for possible inclusion in X. Thus if l is odd C + 0 in included in X and if l is even C + 0 is not included. For any l we define n l to be the largest value of n for which such a Cayley graph C(G, X) exists for all admissable p, and define
, and we denote this order by CC l (d, 2). Finally we define the class of groups G = {G l : l ≥ 3} and CC G (d, 2) = sup l≥3 CC l (d, 2). Theorem 2 establishes an improved upper bound for such graphs, with quadratic coefficient 3/8.
Proof. Let F * be the multiplicative group and let F + be the additive group of the Galois field GF (p), where p is a prime such that (p, n) = 1 and (p − 1, n) = 1, so that p, p − 1 and n are pairwise coprime. Let G = F * × F + × Z n . Since F * , F + and Z n are cyclic groups of coprime order, the group G is also cyclic. Let 0 denote the identity in F + and Z n , and 1 the identity in F * . Now consider the Cayley graph, C(G, X), of the group G with a connection set X which includes the union of A u , B v and C w for multiple non-zero values of u, v and w, numbering m in total. Consider A u for u ∈ U , B v for v ∈ V and C w for w ∈ W where U, V and W are index sets with g a = |U |, g b = |V | and g c = |W |, so that g a + g b + g c = m. X is constructed to be inverse-closed so that C(G, X) is an undirected circulant graph of degree d = |X|. Later we will also consider including the inverse-closed set C 0 , and we define l = 2m if C 0 is not in X and l = 2m + 1 if C 0 is in X. We now investigate how elements of G may be constructed from pairs of the sets A u , B v , C w .
First consider B v and C w for v ∈ V and w ∈ W . For any x ∈ F * , y ∈ F + we have
Next consider A u and C w for u ∈ U and w ∈ W . For any x ∈ F * , y ∈ F + we have
Now consider A u and B v for u ∈ U and v ∈ V . For any x ∈ F * , y ∈ F * we have
In case y = 0, introducing also b u (1) and
In case x = 1, where w ′ is any fixed element of W , and introducing also b u−u ′ −w ′ (1),
And in case y = 0, we consider (
and
it would be necessary to introduce b u (x) for any x ∈ F * , using the construction
From the above, we see that each pair A u B v , A u C w , B v C w can generate all elements of G containing up to four values of Z n with a limited number of exceptions that are covered by the additionally introduced elements as shown above. Similarly each pair A u A u ′ generates all elements of G containing up to two values of Z n . On the other hand the first coordinate of the product of an element of C w with an element of C w ′ is always 1, and the second coordinate of the product of an element of B v with an element of B v ′ is always 0. So these combinations do not contribute to an efficient covering of G. Summing the elements listed in the cases above gives the following lower bound for the degree d of the corresponding circulant graph:
An upper bound for the value of n is obtained by assuming there is no duplication between the values of s+t, s−t, −s+t and −s−t across all s, t ∈ {u, v, w} for the given combinations of A u , B v and C w , with the exception that (x, y, 0) can be created from two elements of any A u . Thus the upper bound for n is given by
This is a maximum when the partial derivatives with respect to g a and g b are zero. We have ∂n/∂g a = 4m − 6g a − 4g b − 1 = 0 and ∂n/∂g b = 4m − 8g b − 4g a = 0. Thus g a = (2m − 1)/4 and g b = g c = (2m + 1)/8, and hence n ≤ (12m 2 − 4m + 9)/8. Also we
The exceptional cases, where m ≤ 2, are easily evaluated separately, see Table 1 .
, then we find that the upper bound for n is given by
In this case partial differentiation gives a maximum value at g a = m/2, g b = (m + 1)/4 and
Again, the exceptional cases, where m ≤ 3, are evaluated separately.
In both cases, with and without C 0 as a subset of the connection set X, the optimum values of g a , g b and g c determined by differentiation are often not integral and the resultant value of n is never integral. However in practice it appears possible to find values such that n achieves the highest odd integer below the calculated value. As stated earlier, this upper bound assumes it is possible to find a set of values for the u, v and w such that none of the pairwise combinations are duplicates. This has been found to be possible in every case for m ≤ 3 and also for the case m = 5 without C 0 , but for no other values checked up to m = 8. A summary of the best results is presented in Table 1 . In most cases there are multiple solutions for the connection set, including with different values for g a , g b and g c . Table 2 shows one solution for each case. For l = 5 this is the solution given by Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň [3] . For l = 6 this is the solution given 
by Vetrík [5] . The quadratic coefficient of Vetrík's solution, 13/36, is likely to be the best possible with this form of construction. Although for a large enough value for l it is possible for the upper bound to be arbitrarily close to 3/8, we see from Table 1 that the proportion of duplicates appears to increase with l, reaching about 7% by l = 17.
3 Abelian Cayley graphs for groups of the form H = F * × F + × Z n
The circulant graph construction in the previous section can be extended to Abelian Cayley graphs C(H, X) where H = F * × F + × Z n by relaxing the requirement that n is coprime with p and p − 1, for p a prime power, so that the connection set can include the self-inverse set B n/2 , thus requiring that n be even. In Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň's construction with n = 6 the connection set X is comprised of the sets A 1 , B 3 and C * 0 along with two other elements, noting that B 3 is B n/2 , and hence |X| = 4p − 2. It is relatively straightforward to prove that any element of H can be expressed as the sum of at most two elements of X so that the resultant Cayley graph C = (H, X) has diameter 2. As the degree of the graph d = |X|, we have p = (d + 2)/4. Thus the order of the Cayley graph |H| = 6p(p − 1) = (6/16)(d + 2)(d − 2), giving the quadratic coefficient 3/8.
For the generalisation of this approach we again take the component sets A u , B v , C + w . For any l ≥ 4 we consider different values of n and for each n, the corresponding family of Abelian groups H l = F * × F + × Z n for any prime power p. For each H l we consider generating sets X comprised of all possible combinations of the sets A u , B v , C + w , always including B n/2 , along with a fixed number of other elements of H l such that |X| = lp + δ for some fixed δ, with the condition that the Cayley graph C(H l , X) has diameter 2. As before we also consider the potential inclusion of the self-inverse set C 0 in the connection set. Thus as opposed to the circulant graph case, C + 0 in included in X if l is odd and not included if l is even.
As before, for any l we define n l to be the largest value of n for which such a Cayley graph C(H, X) exists for all admissable p, and define H l = F * × F + × Z n l . It follows that the
, and we denote this order by AC l (d, 2). Finally we define the class of groups H = {H l : l ≥ 3} and AC H (d, 2) = sup l≥3 AC l (d, 2). Theorem 3 establishes an improved upper bound for such graphs, with quadratic coefficient 3/8.
Proof. Let F * be the multiplicative group and let F + be the additive group of the Galois field GF (p), where p is a prime power, and let n be even. Let H = F * × F + × Z n . Since F * , F + and Z n are cyclic groups, the group H is Abelian. Now consider the Cayley graph, C(H, X), of the group H with a connection set X which includes the union of A u , B v and C w for multiple values of u, v and w, not equal to 0 or n/2, numbering m in total. Consider A u for u ∈ U , B v for v ∈ V and C w for w ∈ W where U, V and W are index sets with g a = |U |, g b = |V | and g c = |W |, so that g a + g b + g c = m. X is constructed to be inverse-closed so that C(H, X) is an undirected Abelian Cayley graph of degree d = |X|. X also includes B n/2 . We also consider including C 0 . We define l = 2m + 1 if C 0 is not in X and l = 2m + 2 if C 0 is in X. We now investigate how elements of H may be constructed from pairs of the sets A u , B v , C w .
First consider B v and C w for v ∈ V and w ∈ W , where v = n/2, w = 0. For any x ∈ F * , y ∈ F + we have
In case v = n/2, w = 0 (x, y, n/2 + w) = (x, 0, n/2)(1, y, w) = b n/2 (x)c w (y) (x, y, n/2 − w) = (x, 0, n/2)(1, y, w) = b n/2 (x)c w (y)
In case w = 0, v = n/2
And in case v = n/2, w = 0 (x, y, n/2) = (x, 0, n/2)(1, y, 0) = b n/2 (x)c 0 (y)
Next consider A u and C w for u ∈ U and w ∈ W . where w = 0. For any x ∈ F * , y ∈ F + we have
Now consider A u and B v for u ∈ U and v ∈ V where v = n/2. For any x ∈ F * , y ∈ F * we have
For y = 0, where v = n/2, introducing also b u (1) and
Finally consider A u and A ′ u for u, u ′ ∈ U, u = u ′ . For any x ∈ F * \ {1}, y ∈ F * we have
and similarly for u − u ′ = v − v ′ or −v − v ′ . For any remaining uncovered cases b u−u ′ (x) it would be necessary to introduce b u (x) for any x ∈ F * , using the construction
From the above, we see that each pair A u B v , A u C w , B v C w , for v = n/2 and w = 0, can generate all elements of H with up to four values of Z n with a limited number of exceptions that are covered as shown above. Similarly each pair A u A u ′ , A u C w , B v C w , for u = u ′ , v = n/2 or w = 0, creates up to two. On the other hand the first coordinate of the product of an element of C w with an element of C w ′ is always 1, and the second coordinate of the product of an element of B v with an element of B v ′ is always 0. So these combinations do not contribute to an efficient covering of H. Summing the elements listed in the cases above gives the following lower bound for the degree d of the corresponding Abelian Cayley graph:
An upper bound for the value of n is obtained by assuming there is no duplication between the values of s+t, s−t, −s+t and −s−t across all s, t ∈ {u, v, w} for the given combinations of A u , B v and C w , with the exception that (x, y, 0) can be created from two elements of any A u . Thus the upper bound for n is given by 
If instead X also includes the set C 0 , so that d = |X| ≥ 2g a (p − 1) + (2g b + 1)(p − 1) + (2g c + 1)p + 2g a + g a (g a − 1), then we find that the upper bound for n is given by
In this case partial differentiation gives a maximum value at g a = (2m + As for the circulant graph case, the optimum values of g a , g b and g c determined by differentiation are often not integral and the resultant value of n is never integral. The upper bound is then the largest even number below the calculated value. This is only achievable if it is possible to find a set of values for the u, v and w such that none of the pairwise combinations are duplicates. This has been found to be possible in every case for m ≤ 3, as for the circulant graphs, but for no higher values checked up to m = 7. A summary of the best results is presented in Table 3 .
It is interesting to note that for l = 6 we have extremal value n = 12 with a quadratic coefficient of 1/3, whereas the corresponding circulant graphs have a higher extremal value, n = 13 with coefficient 13/36. This is because the Abelian Cayley graph connection set is defined to include the two self-inverse sets B n/2 and C 0 along with two pairs of non self-inverse sets, whereas the circulant graph connection set is comprised of three such pairs and neither of the self-inverse sets. Without the requirement to include the set B n/2 , the extremal Abelian Cayley graph with this construction would be the circulant graph. In most cases there are multiple solutions for the connection set, including with different values for g a , g b and g c . Table 4 shows one solution for each case. For l = 4 this is the solution given by Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň [3] . The quadratic coefficient of this solution, 3/8, is likely to be unmatched for any other value of l with this form of construction. Although the upper bound is 3/8, we see from Table 3 that the proportion of duplicates appears to increase with l, reaching about 7% by l = 16. 4 Abelian Cayley graphs for groups of the form K = Z s × Z t × Z n An alternative approach for the construction of an Abelian Cayley graph is to consider the direct product of three unrestricted cyclic groups K = Z s × Z t × Z n with an appropriate connection set X. The approach of the previous section is adapted accordingly. First we need to adjust the definition of the component sets of the connection set.
Definition 4. For any s, t, n ∈ N, x ∈ Z s , y ∈ Z t , v, w ∈ Z n , let b v (x) = (x, 0, v) and c w (y) = (0, y, w), with b −1 v (x) = (−x, 0, −v), and c −1 w (y) = (0, −y, −w). For any v, w ∈ Z n we also define
In this case, the sets A u are undefined as there is no fixed relation between s and t. Hence only B v and C W may be considered for inclusion in the connection set X. For v = 0, B v has size 2s and for w = 0, C w has size 2t. The size of B 0 is s, and of C 0 is t. Without loss of generality we consider the optional inclusion of C 0 and always omit B 0 . As before, for any l ≥ 4 we consider different values of n and for each n, the corresponding family of Abelian groups K l = Z s × Z t × Z n for any values of s, t. For each K l we let m = ⌊l/2⌋ and consider generating sets X comprised of all possible combinations of the sets B v , C w , with v, w = 0, along with a fixed number of other elements of K l such that the total number of sets B v , C w is m, and including C 0 if l is odd, with the condition that the Cayley graph C(K l , X) has diameter 2. For any l we define n l to be the largest value of n for which such a Cayley graph C(K, X) exists, and define
. Finally we define the class of groups K = {K l : l ≥ 4} and
. Theorem 5 establishes an improved upper bound for such graphs, with quadratic coefficient 1/4.
Proof. Let Z s , Z t and Z n be the additive cyclic groups of order s, t and n respectively. Let K = Z s × Z t × Z n . Then K is an Abelian group. Now consider the Cayley graph, C(K, X), of the group K with a connection set X which includes the union of B v and C w for multiple non-zero values of v and w, numbering m in total. Consider B v for v ∈ V and C w for w ∈ W where V and W are index sets with g b = |V | and g c = |W |, so that g b + g c = m. X is constructed to be self-inverse so that C(K, X) is an undirected circulant graph of degree d = |X|. The inverse-closed set C 0 is also included in X, and we define l = 2m + 1. We now investigate how elements of K may be constructed from pairs of the sets B v , C w .
As for the previous case of Abelian Cayley graphs, consider B v and C w for v ∈ V and w ∈ W . For any x ∈ Z s , y ∈ Z t we have 
Extending the validity to any degree above a threshold
We note that the graphs from both constructions by Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň and from Vetrík's are only established for values of the degree which are a linear function of a sequence of primes belonging to a prescribed congruence class or set of classes. For example, for Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň's circulant graph construction the degree d = 5p − 3 where the prime p ≡ 2 (mod 3). A recent paper by Cullinan and Hajir [1] defines a method of identifying a bound on the size of interval which will always contain at least one prime of a prescribed congruence class. This builds on an earlier paper by Ramaré and Rumely [4] which includes a table, Table 1 , that defines triples (k, x 0 , ǫ) where k is the modulo of the congruence class, x 0 is a threshold minimum and ǫ is a corresponding factor. For any such triple Cullinan and Hajir established that for any x > x 0 and δ > 2ǫ/(1 − ǫ) the interval (x, x(1 + δ)] will contain at least one prime p ≡ a (mod k) for any a coprime with k. Therefore in each of the graph constructions discussed, for any sufficiently large degree d it is possible to find a prime of the correct congruence class such that the corresponding degree d ′ < d(1 + δ). Within the table, x 0 takes four values, from 10 10 to 10 100 , with the lowest value of ǫ corresponding to x 0 = 10 100 . In Theorem 6 below we take the largest value for x 0 in order to define the largest possible lower bound on the asymptotic value of the quadratic coefficient for each construction which is valid for any degree above the corresponding threshold.
Theorem 6. For the Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň circulant graph construction with quadratic coefficient 9/25 = 0.3600, the order n of the graph of degree d is bounded below by n > 0. Proof. For the Macbeth,Šiagiová andŠiráň circulant graph construction with quadratic coefficient 9/25 we take the triple k = 3, x 0 = 10 100 , ǫ = 0.001310 from Table 1 
Conclusion
For circulant graphs of diameter 2, employing the method of construction with the direct product of the additive and multiplicative groups of a Galois field and cyclic group of any order, it proves to be impossible to achieve a quadratic coefficient better than 3/8, thus improving the upper bound for this construction method from 1/2 to 3/8. For Abelian Cayley graphs constructed in the same way the upper bound on the quadratic coefficient is also improved to a value of 3/8. Applying Cullinan and Hajir's property of intervals containing a prime of a prescribed congruence class, the asymptotic value of the quadratic coefficient valid for every degree above a threshold exceeds 0.358 for the two circulant graph construction and remains at 0.375 to three significant figures for the Abelian Cayley graph construction. Also the quadratic coefficient upper bound for the direct product of three unconstrained cyclic groups with the given construction method is improved to equal the general lower bound of 1/4. An interesting alternative perspective on the problem is provided by taking the known extremal solutions and determining the quadratic polynomial in the degree that gives a minimum least squares fit to their orders. For circulant graphs of diameter 2, extremal solutions up to degree d = 23 have been confirmed by exhaustive computer search up to their respective upper bounds M AC (d, 2) by Grahame Erskine and the author, see Table  5 . The resulting best fit equation was found to be n = 0.375d 2 + 0.961d + 2.07, which is a remarkably focused, albeit tentative, indication of support for a conjecture that the asymptotic value of the quadratic coefficient for the order of extremal solutions for large d is in fact 3/8. This leads to the challenge for further research: to develop an improved upper bound with quadratic coefficient less than 1/2 and as close as possible to 3/8 which is valid for general circulant graphs or Abelian Cayley graphs.
